
Alpental Annual Toboggan Refresher 
 

Objective: Review standard Toboggan set-up and operating guidelines  and demonstrate skills required to safely transport a patient at Alpental. 

Demonstrate Three Changes of Direction in Each Position 

Activity Front Handles Rear Handles Rear Rope 

Start in a 
Descending 
Traverse 

Assumes position of strength:  
a) Hips and shoulders downhill 
b) Skis split wide,  back in handles 
c) Downhill hand back on handle with down 

pressure(*) 
d) Uphill hand forward on handle with up 

pressure (*) 
e) Uphill handle optionally resting on uphill leg 
(* to pressure downhill toboggan skeg) 

Assumes position of control: 
a) holding onto rear handle loops 
b) hips and shoulders in line with 

toboggan 
c) starts/returns to a position at the 

lower rear handle 
d) puts downward pressure on downhill 

rear handle (*) 

Assumes position of support: 
a) Behind and above rear of toboggan 
b) Approx. 10 - 15 feet of rope 
c) Skis split wide 
d) Hips and shoulders in line with rope 
e) Rope held across uphill thigh/hip to 

carry load 

Front 
Person 
Initiates 
Turn 

Initiates turn: 
a) Selects an appropriate location on slope which 

will not put person in rear at risk 
b) Calls turn (e.g. TURNING) 
c) Drops into or close to fall line 
d) Puts in solid check 
 

Rotates to a position of strength as 
toboggan comes into fall line:  
a) Arms extended 
b) Hips and shoulders downhill  
c) Skis split wide 
Puts in a solid check 

Holds a position strength above toboggan 
as it comes into fall line:  
a) Hips and shoulders downhill  
b) Skis split wide 
c) Rope held across uphill thigh/hip 
Puts in a solid check 

Front 
Person 
Completes 
Turn 

Completes turn: 
a) Moves forward in handles 
b) Steps out and changes edge 
c) Moves back in handles and puts in solid check 

staying in the fall line 

Holds check in position of strength. Holds check in position of strength. 

Rear Person 
Makes Turn 

Holds check in fall line in position of strength. Makes Turn: 
a) Releases check 
b) Steps around 
c) Calls turn (e.g. AROUND) 

Makes Turn: 
a) Releases check 
b) Steps around 
c) Calls turn (e.g. AROUND) 

Transition 
back to a 
Descending 
Traverse 

Transitions to Descending Traverse: 
a) Releases check and turns toboggan out of fall 

line 
b) Moves downhill hand back on handle applying 

down pressure (*) 
c) Moves uphill hand forward applying up 

pressure (*) 

Transitions to Descending Traverse: 
a) Moves to position of control 
b) Squeezes rear handles with downward 

pressure on downhill handle to help 
turn toboggan out of fall line 

Transitions to Descending Traverse: 
a) Moves to a position of support 
b) Puts in check 
 

 


